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Biological Control in Interiorscape

Linda Byers

We have observed a shift in the interiorscape industry regarding the use
of biological control. At one point in time the question asked was "biological
control - what is it?" Now when several interiorscapers get together the
question seems to be "biological control - how do we use it?"

A growing number of people seem to be turning to the Australian Lady
beetle (Cryptolaemus montrouzieri) to solve their mealy bug problems.
Unfortunately, little is known about the 'cryps' and what type of response can
be expected from them. It is difficult to determine how many to use because of
varying environmental factors and the size and shape of the plant. For
example, the number used on a single 8 inch Grape Ivy may not be directly
proportional to a ficus tree 20 feet tall. Most answers are obtained through
trial and error - and you can certainly expect a few errors.

Engledow has been using cryps for about a year and we have learned much
over the past twelve months. Most importantly, we discovered it is possible to
use too many beetles initially and have an invasion of cryp larvae. When this
happens they drop like snow flakes out of the trees onto everything below
looking for food. This includes people, furniture, and anything else that may
be close by. Unfortunately, although most people think the lady beetles are
cute and a nice change from smelly chemicals, they tend to forget those cute
beetles when they have rather large white fuzzy bugs crawling all over everyone
and everything. Once this happens all you can do is sit and collect larvae as
it drops out of the tree and wait seven to ten days for them to complete their
larvael stage. Since that experience, we have used much smaller numbers of
beetles and not experienced the overpopulation problem.

When ordering the beetles keep in mind they are shipped as adult beetles
and you must be able to disperse them very soon after arrival. The best method
we have found for holding the beetles for 2-3 days is to place them in a small
cooler at 50 with an ice pack. This seems to slow the beetles down and makes
dispersing them an easier task also. Once they begin to warm up they do take
off in every direction. The beetles should be put out in early morning or late
evening to keep them from flying to the windows. Once they have settled into
the tree and found their source of mealy bug, they do not seem to fly to the
light source. However, when we have put them out in mid-day, a large portion
seem to fly directly to the windows and do not return. The easiest way to
spread the beetles is to place several plant leaves in with the cryp and as
they crawl onto the leaves, remove the leaf and carefully hang them in the
tree. The beetles will immediately begin to climb up the trunk of the tree
looking for mealy bug. You do not have to climb to the top of the tree to
disperse the cryp - they will climb all by themselves. One of the joys of
using cryps - you do not have to get complete coverage to get control. If you
are using them on smaller plant materials, simply place one or two beetles into
each plant.

Assistant Manager, Interior Plants; Engledow, Indianapolis, Indiana.
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Once released, the adults begin feeding on the mealy bug and literally
devour all they encounter. They will then lay eggs in the mealy bug masses,
which hatch within 8-10 days. Then the larvae begin to feed on the mealy bugs
and you will see a noticeable difference in mealy bug infestation in
approximately three weeks. If you have a heavy infestation it is best to go in
with subsequent releases every three weeks until the problem is under control.
The cryps will complete their life cycle in 30 days at 80 F. You may find that
the Cryptolaemus establish their own culture and continue to exist in the
plants as long as they continue to find a food source. This has occurred in
several situations with us. And we have noticed that although there are still
mealy bugs in the tree, the population is so small they are no longer affecting
the health of the tree nor are they readily visible in the tree. We have
eliminated all spraying except for cleaning the trees and even then cryps still
appear after cleaning. The mealy bugs have been held to a low population and
no longer present a problem in these plants.

Growth in biological control for the interiorscape industry will continue
because of growing interest and concern for safety. Many interiorscapes are
located in public area where spraying with chemicals is prohibited or
impossible. The list of registered chemicals for interior use is very limited
thus increasing the chance for pesticide resistance. The cost of labor for
repeated spraying is also a factor in the overall picture when considering
biological control. As people continue to use biological control we should be
able to develop more specific guidelines as to their use. Any questions you
may have can be directed to Linda Byers at Engledow, Inc., 7936 Zionsville
Road, Indianapolis, IN.

Larval stage of Cryptolaemus on Ficus
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The following schedules are for precooled (case-cooled) and CTF (controlled
temperature forced) lily bulbs. They are intended as guidelines only.

Weeks Before

Easter

27
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3
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1
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Date

Oct 12

Oct 19

Oct 26

Nov 2

Nov 9

Nov 16

Nov 23

Nov 30

Dec 7

Dec 14

Dec 21

Dec 28

Jan 4

Jan V.

Jan 18

Jan 25

Feb 1

Feb 8

Feb 15

Feb 21

Mar 1

Mar 8

Mar 15

Mar 22

Mar 29

Apr 5

Apr 12

Apr 19

Procedure or Plant Stage for 60 F NT/
70°F DT Greenhouse Forcing

Case-stored CTF

(—Bulb shipments arrive in forcing areas )
Pot, put at

60-65 F

Start 40°F
storage

Pot, put in
greenhouse

Shoots emerge
from soil

Start 40 F

storage

Put in

greenhouse

Shoots 1"-3"

Shoots 3"-5"

•Shoots 5"-9", flower initiating—
Shoots 9"-12"

Shoots 12"-15"

Feel flower buds

buds visible, grow slow plants warmer than
70/60 and advanced plants cooler than 70/60-

Buds 1.5", buds just beginning to bend over-
Buds 3" and bent over

Buds 4ii_5u

Buds 5"-6", advanced plants ready for sale—
East er-Sold Out

JThis schedule is for Indiana; adjustments must be made in other areas of U.S,
'Dept. of Horticulture, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907.


